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View from the Top: UPS regional president
Cindy Krischer Goodman

Romaine Seguin has a unique perspective as a top executive at UPS, the world’s largest
package delivery company. She has loaded and unloaded packages onto trucks and planes.
She’s driven the ubiquitous brown truck through the streets of Missouri and she oversaw the
re-routing of deliveries when a volcano eruption in Iceland shut down air operations across
the continent for several days over the summer.

In her 27-year career at UPS, Seguin has moved eight times, each relocation taking her
higher up the corporate ladder and giving her more experience in operations and
management. Now, Seguin has reached a new rung to become president of UPS’s Americas
Region, which covers a population of 620 million people and puts her as supervisor to more
than 17,000 employees.

She is responsible for UPS’s package and cargo operations in more than 50 countries and
territories and oversees UPS Supply Chain Solutions operations throughout Latin America,
Miami and the Caribbean.

Fortunately, leading the company’s European operations since 2007 has prepared Seguin to spearhead an expansion in the Americas. A
Miami resident since September, Seguin already is enjoying dining in Coconut Grove, attending Dolphins games, and immersing herself in
Latin culture, although she’s only beginning to learn Spanish. Cindy Krischer Goodman spoke with Seguin about her newest leadership
challenge. Below is an edited version of her View From The Top.

Q: You’ve had a variety of positions at UPS. How did starting in the field help you become a better leader and what has been your favorite
job?

After I had just graduated, I was hired by UPS to unload vehicles. I worked part time so that I could stay in shape. I was asked if I would
like to be in management, which meant instead of unloading trucks, I would train others to unload. From there I drove a P500 truck. That
was probably my favorite job. I got to see the smile on the customers’ faces when I made the deliveries. The biggest challenge was when I
delivered to the Chevrolet guys. They wanted to drive my truck in the dealership parking lot. When I would pull up I would think, “Oh no.
They are going to ask me to drive it again.” After that, I went into management. In 1988, UPS acquired 12 European companies. I was part
of the transition team. They sent me to Europe to spend six months in London and Paris. It was probably the most rewarding and
challenging time. I was learning how to bring together different cultures. I look back at those days, those tough days in the international
market. I am thankful that UPS had the wherewithal and foresight to invest in its international business.

Q: How would you describe your leadership style?

My style is getting out there and being approachable. I’m very hands on in the field. I’ll spend time talking to the person cleaning the trucks
or fixing the aircraft. In Miami, I want to be even more accessible and have a more open-door policy. I think it’s important to understand
what the people in the field are doing for you.

Q: What do you consider the best management decision you’ve made?

Listening to the management in each country we are in. I listen to their perspective, let them run with the business case and support them.
I tell them, if it makes sense and you can articulate it, we’ll be behind you 100 percent. What I learned in Europe is our strength is local.
When the volcano erupted in Iceland and limited UPS’s ability to move cargo, I put one person in charge who reported directly to me. I told
him to do what he needed to do and he would get corporate support. I think the key lesson is to have one point person and let him run with
it.

Q: How do you stay grounded when you are constantly traveling for work?

I run. No matter where I am in world, I run. I will get up at 5:30 in the morning to run. I get my best thoughts — personally and
professionally — when I run. I will figure out how to fill a job or give recognition to an employee. My typical run during the week is three or
four miles. On the weekend I’ll run six to seven miles. I have been running for about 12 years.

Q: What is a question you are asked often by your management team?

Where do you get your energy from? I get in early and have a lot of energy. It comes from my parents. Sometimes they will ask me that
question and I will say, “I haven’t even had coffee yet.”

Q: What’s the biggest challenge that lies ahead?

Where we should invest and where in the Americas is the first market we want to put infrastructure in and grow. We want to get there at
the right time. This is where local knowledge helps you. UPS is definitely in the growth mode in the Americas for a lot of reasons. There is
a lot of opportunity out there. There are markets already seeing growth and now we bring our technology and services. We need to help
small and medium businesses understand what they can do to export and import so they can grow.
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Q: It is unusual to be with a company for 27 years. Would you advise someone to leave and come back in order to move up or to stay at
one company?

It depends on the individual. I would say: “Define your sky.” If you want to move up, are you willing to relocate? Do you want to make
lateral moves to different departments? I think once you’ve determined where your end game is, I would definitely recommend if you want
to go further, stay and seek a promotion from within. Of course, at UPS our culture is to promote from within. When I have the opportunity
to promote someone, it’s the best feeling.
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